“BY GOOD LUCK AND GOD’S
HELP I AM STILL SAFE”
The volunteers spent the rest of 1914 and early 1915 in training, but regular
soldiers saw action very early on. The German army had marched through the
Low Countries aiming ultimately for Paris and so it was on the Belgian-French
border that they clashed with the British Expeditionary Force at Mons on
23 August. At first the Germans incurred many casualties but the BEF
was hopelessly outnumbered and forced to retreat.

A company of the 4th Battalion, Royal Fusiliers resting in the Grand Place, Mons, 22 August 1914.

To Save the Guns at Mons: the Gallant Charge of the 9th Lancers drawn by Archibald Webb.

The following account of the
battle is from a letter written by
Pte C. Reilly of Settle, serving
with the King’s Own Scottish
Borderers and printed in the
Craven Herald.

our fellows were dropping in
dozens. In one trench there
were 30 killed out of 50 in C
Company and there are 153
officers and men missing since
that day, so you can see we
have been amongst it.”

“Anyone who gets through this
with a whole skin will be very
lucky indeed, because it is like
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being in hell – shells flying over
you from daybreak to dark and
you never know the minute it is
going to be your turn.
The battle was simply hell.
The shells were flying over
the trenches in dozens and
we could not see anyone at
whom we could fire back whilst

Pte Tom Metcalfe of Ingleton
was shot in the leg at

Le Cateau when his regiment,
the King’s Own (Royal
Lancaster), was overtaken
by the enemy, two days after
Mons. He was captured and
became a prisoner of war.
He was later exchanged for
German P.O.W.s but he lost his
leg and saw no further action.
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